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When it comes to being a designer bride, being an Anita Dongre bride is a
privilege in itself.  Here are 10 times when real brides were spotted in an Anita
Dongre bridal lehenga.

The Anita Dongre bride story is one of someone who holds strong conviction within

herself and her own preferences is looking for wearable and comfortable designs

and knows that the designer will have her back for her big day.

In this edit on the Anita Dongre bridal lehenga, we count down 10 of all the

beautiful women out there who chose to be an Anita Dongre bride and really loved

the experience and journey of being one. The words are theirs and have simply

chosen to bring them to a wider audience.
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So, go ahead and explore these 10 distinct Anita Dongre bridal lehenga designs and

what makes them so, so special!

1. Pockets, summery shades and more

A custom creation for real bride Geetika's summer wedding in California, this dusty

rose number is wearable comfort at its best. The wedding, a day a�air under the

sun required not a heavy bridal lehenga but a more subtle creation.

Did she get her heart's desire?

'Perfect' is how she described her custom Anita Dongre bridal lehenga. In a

testimonial that she gave to the brand, she said, "I loved the pockets in my out�t

that helped me hide snacks, tissues and lipstick on the big day. It was one of the

most comfortable lehengas that I’ve worn and I look forward to wearing it again."

2. Kisne Hara Rang Dala
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Real bride Arushi Chhabra Chowdhary expertly matched her desire for a botanical

wedding with a deep green lehenga creation and knew that it could only be an

Anita Dongre bridal lehenga for her.

The graceful bride and founder of the Sunday, The Spa talked about how the

heavens had opened up at her wedding to bring the lush green to her day. Her

husband had chalked it up to the addition of a eucalyptus leaf green to every bit of

decor, invite and theme that was used for the day (even describing the shade of

her out�t in that vein). 'Itne Pattey Lagao Gi, Toh obviously Baarish Hogi'.

3. Blue and loving it!

STUDIO SNAPSTER
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Tanvi (Shah) Sambuco, an Architecture major who's now settled with her husband

in a two-nation state, was a beautiful bride, who knew her designer wear and what

she wanted to carry, where and how. Expertly shot by Robin Saini Photography

throughout her festivities, she was spotted in a red Sabyasachi number for her

Indian wedding, a blue Anita Dongre bridal lehenga for her Sangeet, a bright canary

yellow for her  Mehndi and an elaborate white gown for her Christian wedding.

Let's explore her Anita Dongre number!

The Vasvi lehenga in a deep blue was her out�t of choice for her Sangeet

ceremony. However, don't let the elegant, yet simple design fool you. This silk

lehenga is a very popular number, selling at an odd ₹3.35 lakh per out�t. It is

replete in Gota Patti, pearl, Dori, Zardozi and sequin work - handcrafted in detail

by Rajasthani artisans who work the brand.

4. Simple does it

ROBIN SAINI PHOTOGRAPHY
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Based out of Canada, Shania Bhatti, who works with Ishwar Jewellers had an

elaborate (and conventional) arranged marriage and loved everything about it

(even saying how she found someone she wanted to be with forever).

The NRI chose to don a simple Anita Dongre bridal lehenga in a pastel blue shade

with sparsely laid down silver embroidery and thick border. We loved to watch her

twirl and can do so again and again.

5. The Gul Mauhar bride

DEEPIKA'S DEEP CLICKS
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Navroop Batth enjoyed each and every moment of her 7-day Indian wedding

experience and let everyone know about it - from an elaborate Shagun ceremony

teaser to a photoshoot for each of the looks. The #dhillokibatth wedding captured

it all, including the green lehenga twirl in the sun.

That green lehenga was a custom Anita Dongre bridal lehenga.

The Gul Mauhar lehenga is a grand, big-ticket creation from the brand, crafted as

part of their Autumn/Winter Odyssey collection. Inspired the �ora and fauna from

Ranthambore, it has trees, skies, storks and Barasinghas running with careful

abandon around the canvas of the skirt.

6. The vision in sky blue

ANITA DONGRE
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When bridal makeup artist Amanat Gill had to bedeck herself for her big days, she

knew that she couldn't do without adding an Anita Dongre bridal lehenga to her

set of out�ts.

Shot by Kirandeep Photography during her elaborate Sikh wedding, Amanat's sky

blue lehenga with minimal embroidery contrasted beautifully with Balvir's blue

velvet Sherwani. Her pink �oral Kalire also added the much-needed pop in her

look.

7. Gain some pastel perspective

KIRANDEEP PHOTOGRAPHY
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For Divya and Karan's beachside Anand Karaj ceremony, the bride was looking for

an e�ortless look and so really, really went the distance in hunting for it. In fact,

she recounted thirty lehenga trials across the capital before coming to Anita

Dongre.

Did she love her Anita Dongre bridal lehenga?

"I knew that this was the lehenga for me, the moment I saw it. It was the very �rst

one I tried on and loved. The details, colours, style and comfort of Anita Dongre

have always resonated with me and when I knew I was having a day wedding, I

couldn't imagine wearing anything else."

8. That vision in crimson red

FOTOWALLE - THE STORY FOLKS
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Real Niharika Bhasin was looking for not just a good lehenga, but also a

professional service experience for her wedding functions. Though she opted for a

wide set of designer out�ts for her special days, it was a crimson red Anita Dongre

bridal lehenga that took her heart away.

"I would walk into the store and always feel so welcomed, it was almost like a

stress-buster for my mother and I. The team took care of all our needs with so

much ease and professionalism."

So, the bride chose Dongre, not just for her out�t, but also her bridal jewellery. Her

mother wore a Dongre creation too.

9. Pista accents

ANITA DONGRE
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When Shambhavi Trivedy stepped into her Anita Dongre bridal lehenga, she knew

that this one, with a bright orange base and Pista accents, was the one for her. "(It

was) the �rst and last lehenga I tried on for my big day".

She counts the Meerja lehenga from the 'Diary of a Rajkumari' collection, with

hand-cut Gota Patti work as the one decidedly for her. "It was an amazing blend of

contemporary traditional and yet re�ected almost every bride today".

10. The joy of vermillion

ANITA DONGRE
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Jayashree Sridhar had her eyes set on an Anita Dongre bridal lehenga from as far as

she can remember. "A few years ago, I walked into an Anita Dongre store and fell

in love with a bridal lehenga... I knew then that whenever my time came, I'd have

to get my wedding lehenga from Anita Dongre and that's exactly what I did."

Did she love the experience?

"From the time I walked into the store, until the day I slipped into my lehenga, it

was a memorable experience."

We hope that these brides have inspired you to consider an Anita Dongre bridal

lehenga for yourself too. If yes, why don't you go through some of our own

curations for designs from the brand on our website?

You can also go connect with the Anita Dongre brand here.

ANITA DONGRE
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